2020 EXPERIMENTAL PROJECT
(STUDENTS MAY WORK SINGLY OR IN TWOS OR THREES)

Water Oscillations in Lakes
A. Introduction
Practical work is about technique and ideas. It is a skill that needs to be developed. You
need to know where you are heading: real practical work is not about following instructions
line by line, but about endeavouring to make things work. That is what this Experimental
Project is concerned with.
Waves are a most important area of study in physics, bringing many topics together that you
might think should be studied quite separately. The ideas range from what you see as waves
on the ocean, to abstract waves in the theories of materials that cannot be visualised in the
same way. If we put some water in a baking tray and tip it up and down slightly at one end,
we can observe the water sloshing from end to end. This effect occurs in nature, in long
closed lakes such as Lake Geneva, the Great Lakes, and many others. Lake Geneva was one
of the first to be studied and, although there are many subtleties in its motion, the pattern
is found to fit the behaviour that you are to investigate. This lowest frequency or mode of
oscillation is called a seiche. We are going to mimic the effect in a set of experiments and
see if we can model the behaviour, using Excel, to compare our experimental measurements
with the model. The same theory can be applied to a large lake.
In this experimental project you are asked to
(a) Observe the behaviour of waves in a tray as you tip it up and the water sloshes from
end to end.
(b) Make a set of measurements of the period of the waves and the depth of the water,
to obtain a relation between the dimensions of the water and the period of sloshing
motion.
(c) To see if we can fit the data with a model, using Excel.
Throughout the project you should pay attention to employing good experimental
technique to increase accuracy and precision, whilst using simple apparatus to do the
physics.
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A successful experimental project is not just about the end results – it is about illustrating
how the project developed, what challenges you met and how you overcame them, and
what decisions you made.
Throughout this project you should always be thinking about how you can increase
experimental accuracy – and make it clear what measures you took to do this.

B. Risk Assessment
For experimental work (and much else) a Risk Assessment is an official document that you
produce yourself to make you consider the risks and hazards for you and others in carrying
out your experiment. You must sit down and consider, for example; will water spill onto the
floor, is there a mains electricity supply too close, does anyone else in the household know
that I am carrying out an experiment, will I spill water onto my phone, have I cleared pots,
pans cutlery and knives away, if I slip what would happen (am I using a glass jug perhaps).
Consider the issues, and refer to your RA briefly in your report. It is essential.

C. Experimental Arrangement









The apparatus we shall need is fairly simple; a baking tray (a fine selection is shown
above) preferably a deeper one with vertical sides, but they all have a slight slope in
order that you can tip out the cake that they should contain. A cake tray, a roasting tray,
a tray bake tray are all suitable. You only need one of them.
A stopwatch; you can use the one on your phone, but keep it out of the way of water
and do not hold it above the tray. Perhaps put it on a dry surface nearby.
A ruler to measure the dimensions of the tray.
A measuring jug which would hold ½ - 1 litre of water (plastic rather than glass).
The draining board next to the kitchen sink.
A notebook to record your measurement – not odd scraps of paper.
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1. First Experiment - Qualitative
Measure your tray and length and width, at the top and at the bottom (they may be
different and you might want to use the average values).
Pour in a very small amount of water to a depth of a few mm. If you tip the tray up a little at
one end you will see the water flow to the other end. Just lower your end again when the
water reaches the far end and it will return. If you practise this you should be able to gently
tip your end up and have the waves travelling back and forth. Do not tip both ends or it will
be hard to make measurements. Practise synchronising the tipping to maintain the
oscillations. Observe the flow of the water and describe in a couple of sentences what you
see. Be concise.
Now pour in more water to a depth of 1- 2 cm and set the oscillations going again. Only tip
the tray slightly by putting a finger underneath. You do not want the water sloping over the
side. Write down what you see in the motion that is different this time.
2. Second Experiment - Quantitative
This time, use the measuring jug to pour water into the tray. Knowing the area of the tray,
the depth of water can be calculated (better than trying to measure this small depth with a
ruler).
Tip the try gently at one end so that waves pass from end to end; you are to time the waves
“there and back” as one oscillation. You should count ten or twenty oscillations at a time.
Do a countdown, 3, 2, 1, 0, 1, 2, etc. so that you can start the stopwatch on zero and end as
the wave arrives at 10, for example. It is very easy to miscount. Repeat your readings to
check for this. But practise your technique first. It is well worth it.
You want a good range of depths ℎ. So go for as wide a range of ℎ as you can measure. A
deeper try would be best, but start with the water very shallow.
You can tip the tray sideways instead as long as it is not too narrow and obtain a set of
readings for a different dimension of tray (this is a different length).
You should display your findings graphically and also conclude what you think the
underlying relationship is between these two variables, along with a consideration of how
confident you are in your findings.
3. Results
Tables of results should contain all your readings (including repeats). This so that it can be
seen how precise or uncertain your readings are.
Plot graphs of depth of water, ℎ, on the abscissa (the horizontal 𝑋 axis) and period of
oscillation, 𝑇, on the ordinate (the vertical 𝑌 axis). If you have more than one tray or have
used your tray sideways as well, plot those results on a separate graph.
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D. Analysis
A brief description of the results displayed on the graph should be given. A summary as if
you were giving the gist of the shape to someone who has not seen the graphs; how would
you describe the relation between ℎ and 𝑇?
Suggest what might you investigate next to further the experimental project (you don’t
actually need to do this) and explain why.
(a) Experimental Report
The report should describe the experimental work and include data, tables, graphs,
diagrams (and/or photographs), plus a discussion of measurement uncertainty and
experimental accuracy.
This report should contain:
(i)
(ii)

A (short) introduction indicating the relevance of these oscillating bodies of
water (beyond your own kitchen experiment).
A concise description of the experimental procedure, including diagrams and
maybe a photograph.

(iii)

A brief description of what you observe happening.

(iv)

An outline of any experimental techniques used to improve accuracy or reduce
uncertainty, and modifications to the procedure from any trial experiments.

(v)

Precautions taken to consider safety (a Risk Assessment).

(vi)

Uncertainty and accuracy estimates and brief comments about them.

(b) Report Guidelines
There is no single correct way to write up a report. It depends on how you conducted the
investigation. One critical feature is that it must be detailed and concise. If overlong, then it
is too much to read through whilst trying to remember the detail; if too short then the
reader cannot grasp the essence of the investigation.
The page limit for your report is 12 pages including diagrams/photographs/tables/graphs.

Supplementary Exercise (not part of the Project)
For those who would like to compare their experimental result with a simple theoretical
model (this is focused at senior students rather than GCSE), some details can be found on
the BPhO website at https://www.bpho.org.uk/bpho/experimental-project
These details are to discuss the model and some features of Excel that may help in comparing the
model with your results.
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E. Advice
Keep a log book; an A4 notebook from which pages cannot be ripped out, so that you can
write and paste in comments and ideas, along with a record of your progress. Learn to be
organised. It helps you keep track of your progress and keeps the information in one place.
You can refer to it and it makes writing up so much easier. All experimental physicists (and
theoreticians) keep such a notebook.
You should give a full (but concise) description of the experimental procedure. Highlight any
particular ideas you had to make the results more reliable, with results, tables, units,
uncertainties, graphs, diagrams and images. This is elaborated below.
We do not want you to write a long report (12 pages maximum but preferably shorter), but
one which describes your progress and results in a way that would explain clearly to the
reader what happens in the experiment, what you did, and what your results were, in such a
clear way that they are persuaded that you knew pretty much what you were doing. Keep it
simple and BRIEF. You are trying to remove elements of doubt in the reader’s mind that you
might just be making random measurements.


Put a title on the front, the date, Group G or A (GCSE or A level), your own name and
the school name, and ensure your name is on every page by putting it in the footer,
along with page numbers. It then appears automatically on each page. If you don’t do
this the projects get muddled.



Write-ups can be by hand, in Word, or in Latex (if you have someone to help you get
started). Hand written reports often score well as such a report tends to be brief and to
the point, although a word-processed report would score equally well if suitably concise.



You should comment briefly on precautions you took and good ideas you had about
reducing the uncertainties of your measurements and what were the difficult
measurements to make and why. Do not write an essay but just a short comment (bullet
points) about each good idea.



If you feel that the results are not right, then don’t scribble them out or delete them;
keep them and just point out what might be wrong with them or why you have no
confidence in them. The purpose is to show that you have investigated the apparatus
and given it a good try out so that you can convince the reader that you know and
understand the science behind the investigation. Things can go wrong and you need to
show how you can overcome setbacks. If you delete everything that does not seem right
to you, the reader might see a nice final table of results, but they do not know how
much investigative effort you have put in to get that set of results. The reader might
indeed wonder whether they are that good. Do not write an essay, just a few bullet
point comments.
Good luck with the experiment!
The BPhO Team
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CHECKLIST



1. Does the front page contain a Title, date, your name(s), Group G or A, the school name?

2. Is your name and school on each page of the report, and year group?



3. Is the report dated?



4. Are the pages numbered?



5. Short introduction to your report, including key findings.



6. Discussion of any relevant safety hazards, with measures to reduce risks.



7. Outline of experimental procedure, including any problems and adjustments.



8. Qualitative description of key observations from experiment.



9. Data recorded appropriately



10. Graphical analysis of data and conclusions drawn from this



11. Uncertainties considered in some form, either discussed, calculated or both.



12. Evaluation of project, considering validity of conclusions and improvements.



The cover page done by the students themselves must contain the school information.

TEACHERS
13. The written report should be submitted by post, but a scan of the project should be
retained.

14. Teachers should fill in an online form from the link below, so that we can keep track of
the projects. This form should also be printed and should be attached to each project as
an additional School cover sheet.

https://www2.physics.ox.ac.uk/bpho-experimental-project-2019-20-entry-form
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BPhO Sponsors

Worshipful Company of Scientific
Instrument Makers
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